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Abstract. By appealing to the theory of global attractors and steady states for
uniformly persistent dynamical systems, we show that uniform persistence implies the
existence of interior periodic solutions for dissipative periodic functional differential
equations of retarded and neutral type. This result is then applied to a multi-species
competitive system and a SIS epidemic model.
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1. Introduction

Periodic solutions of periodic functional differential equations (FDEs) have received
extensive investigations, see, e.g., [3, 5, 14, 15, 11] and references therein. It is well-
known that the existence, uniqueness, stability, and attractivity of periodic solutions
for a periodic semiflow are equivalent to those of fixed points for its Poincaré map(see,
e.g., [17]). Various fixed point theorems, coincidence degree theory, and bifurcation
methods can be used to study the existence of positive periodic solutions for periodic
FDEs, while the uniqueness and global attractivity of these positive solutions may be
addressed via the monotone operators approach and Liapunov function techniques.

Uniform persistence is an important concept in population dynamics, since it
characterizes the long-term survival of some or all interacting species in an ecosystem.
Looked at abstractly, it is the notion that a closed subset of the state space is repelling
for the dynamics on the complementary set, and then it gives a uniform estimate
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